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CHAPTER I 
'1ffiE PROBLEM OF THE CONSUMER 
n increasing problem --With every new product put on 
the market , the problem of the consumer in choosing 
merchandise that best meets his needs increases~ How many 
pe ople confronted with ~;o similar·pairs of shoes at a 
similar price are able to select wisely the pair that wlll 
g i ve them t he most satisfacti on? Multiply this problem by 
the many brands and types of shoes on t~e market plus the 
thousands of other articles t hat a person has to buy in his 
lifetime and the enormity of this problem can be seen4 
"Take the price tags off a group of cold creams or 
shoes or console radios or inne:r•spring ma ttre s es - or 
almost anything - and how many of us could judg e 'Ni th 
fine discrimination which was worth more, which less? 
VIe are f orced to rely upon the maker or vendor. 11 1 
The blame for this difficulty of the consumer cannot 
b e p laced directly on the seller nor on the buye ·. Formerly 
men made practically all the materials the y needed. The 
few articles purchased were of the simple type in which 
quality was either standard or easy to ascertain. With the 
1 National Association of Secondary School Artncipals, 
Consumer Educ ation in Your S chool, Consumer Education Study, 
1947, Washington, D.C ., p.5-
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rise of mas s production and the specialization of jobs, 
people have become almost completely separated from the 
production of the goods they use . They now have little 
knowledge of what to look for or to expect in merchandise. 
Not only that, but the co~plex nah1re of many of the 
products now used makes it impossible for anyone but an 
expert to pass judgment on the quality of these goods . 
The consumer group .--The importance of educating the 
consumer for wise buying cannot be underestimated . Every 
person, be he bank president, congressman or laborer, is 
2 
a consumer. The consumer group is the most important single 
interest group in the country; yet in spite of its potential 
power its influence is re l at ively weak., Labor organizations 
and manufacture rs' associations wil l fight vigorously f or 
what they assume to be their rights while consumer groups 
lack the vital spark that ignites public opinion in their 
favor . The fact that the consumer and the public are the 
same entity seems to escape many. It is not intended that 
the schools should be used as a vehicle to promote a vested 
interest group , but it is apparen t that the buying public 
should be aware of the dangers in haphaza rd, ignorant 
purchasing. Individuals will work long and hard and fight 
vehemently to bu ild up their income, but a good percentage 
of that hard won gain is often foolishly wasted on 
merchandise that is not even needed or merchandise of 
3 
inferior quality. 
Consumers as a gui de.-- 'Ih e proper education of the 
c onsumer is not only an aid to the individual as such, bu t 
it is also essential for the betterment of our economy. As 
1 
Bye has said; 
"If we spend unwisely, buying foolish or 
deleterious comrnodi ties, we cause the wron e; goods to 
be produced, and thereby cause valuable productive 
power to go for nau ght. Consumption thus stands at 
the head of ou r whole economic system, guiding and 
c ontrolling it for good or ill. In so f a r as 
consumption is misdirected, the whole productive 
process is distorted and led astray.n 
'Ihus it - can be seeri that the difficulties of our 
econ omy as far as in_ferior or distasteful goods are 
c oncerned do not li~ with the producers or advertisers or 
ve~dors, but rest mainly in the hands of consumers. But 
the consumers have, so far, been ill-equipp ed to deal with 
the pr oblem. 
In spite of t h eir potential ability to guide 
production fo r their own good, consumers have, because of 
their lack of information and oftentimes their indiffere~ce ~ 
let the reigns of our productive forces slip into the hands 
of the producer - an v0rtiser-sell er c ombination. This 
combination has been able to play upon the consumers' 
1 Raymond T. Bye and William W. Hewett, Applied Economics, 
Appleton - Century-Crofts, Inc., New York, 1947, p o 422 .. 
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uncritical emotions and lead them to make unsatisfactory 
purchases. 
Minor product differences.--Strong competition between 
the many producers and be tween the many sellers has 
resulted in a large variety of differently priced goods 
ranging from poor to excellent quality~ Competitors play 
up insignificant differences in similar products in an 
attempt to gain the consumer's patronage . 
"The complaint of students of consumption is not 
~erely that what they deem minor differences are built 
into products, but that advertising writers frequently 
seize upon these small differences and magnify them 
beyond their due, thus inducing in untutored consumers 
que stionable valuations . "l 
This confusion that Borden mentions is not brought 
about by quality differences but by the desire of large 
advertisers to say that their product is different, whether 
the difference will bring any further satisfaction to the 
use r or not. The mil lions of dollars spent yearly on the 
pr·omotlon of various dent ifrices with little, if any, 
actual difference in the product illustrates the situation 
The consumer is not only confused by the advertising but he 
is also the one who pays for it in the form of a higher 
price for the article. 
The unethical seller.--The reasons thus far given for 
1 Neil H. Borden1 The Economic Effects of Advertising, 
Richard D~ Irwin, Inc., Chicago, 1942, p.645. 
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the consumer's problem have been his own ignorance and the 
natural desire or sellers to promote their products so that 
the consumer will purchase them. These are natural 
difficulties arising out or our present system; and with 
proper study, cooperation and education, solutions to them 
can be expected. There is still another aspect or the 
problem, that while not so prevalent is a source or much 
confusion and loss to the consumer. The practices or the 
unethical seller hurt not only customers but also the 
honest sellers. Misrepresentations, half-truths and actual 
dishonesty in placing merchandise before the public can 
only increase the conception or trading as a battle of 
wits between the seller and the buyer, rather than aid 
toward the feeling of cooperation and mutual aid that 
should exist. Once people realize that a selling 
transaction should result in the satisfaction of both the 
buyer and the seller, then a sizeable step will have been 
taken toward proper trading. 
The school's task.-- The far reaching significance or 
the activities of the consumer, the importance of wise 
buying for the satisfaction of the individual and the great 
amount or money that is wasted in our economy on 
unnecessary and undesirable purchases make the efforts or 
the school to educate the consumer or great importance. The 
schools have long recognized and attempted to meet the 
6 
student's vocational needs, but i t is only recently that 
e duca tors have tried ·to a ld the student in the final use of' 
t he f ruits of his vocation ~his income. There are ~;o 
r easons for the rise of consumer education in the schools. 
"One lay within the schools thems elves, in t heir 
increasing dri v e to gear education to the important 
problems of real l ife. The other lay outside the 
schools, in the pecul iar conditions o f life in a modern, 
i ndustr i alized economy,.lt 1 
As consumer education is a relatively new subject., a 
great deal of planning, e :l<:.!)erlrnen te, t :to'1. and work will be 
needed before it is fully accepted as needed content in 
the school curriculum.. w:"len consumer education doe s become 
rec o gnized as required material in the curricu lum, then the 
schools shall have tak en another great s tep toward the broad 
proclaimed objecti ve of meet ing t he students 1 needs . 
Vlb.ile consumer education does no t h ave the s tnad ing 
in the curriculum that many other subj ects h av-e, it s v e ry 
newness gives educators a freedom in planning a nd tea ching 
t2a t tra d itional subjects do not a llow. Therefore, while 
!!',any teachers feel almos. t bo-Lmd b"~r t r ad 1. tion to t c; a c h 
certG. in cours es in a tradi tional way, a consumer education 
course will have none of these t i e s to t he past to pr e vent 
it fro r:1 being t aL ght in a p r ogras sive atmo sphere~ 
1 Nation al Associ a tion of Sec ond ary School Principals, 
on.cit .. , p . vii .. 
7 
The question revolving around consumer education should 
not be shall it be taught, but rather how shall it be taught 
to obtain the most deslJ>able ou -Gcomes .. 
CHAP'IER II 
THE UNIT'S PLACE IN THE CURRICULUM 
AND I 'IS OBJEC TIVES 
Just as consumers are apt to b ecome confused and 
bewildered in their buying because of a lack of knovfledge 
of what they are after, so too can educators, interested 
in educating the consumer, become bevlildered in their taslc 
unless they have a knowledge of what they wish to 
accomplish~ Thus, in setting up a unit dealing with the 
education of consumers, it is necessary to ascer tain the 
a ims of the nni t and where in the curriculum it m:i_ght 
f 'i t. 
1 . The Curriculum 
Consumer £!o bl ems often considered secondary.--'Ihat 
the ne e d for aiding c onsumers is becoming more and more 
recognized is attested to by the great increase in the 
number of articles pe rtaining to it in the Educational 
Index in re cent years. The s ubj ect m...a tter itsel f , howev e r, 
pas rarely earned a distinctive place in the curriculum. 
It can be fou n d in courses on ar i thmetic, geo graphy, 
chemis try , economics, h ome economics, problemsof democ r acy 
and others. Undoub t ed ly all these courses have something 
-8-
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to offer to education for consumption, but the danger 
of the meaning and the purpo se of the subject matter 
being overlooked is great. Far too often the problem of 
the consumer is considered only when it ties in sufficiently 
with the main subject matter of the course and even then 
is treated only incidentally. The possib ility of bringing 
about any lasting behavior in buying habits or even a true 
realization of the problem of buying is greatly minimized 
v1hen the subject matter of consumer education is put into 
the curriculum in this mannerc 
The proper field .-- Even when the need for a greater 
emphasis on the subject is recognized, the question still 
remains as to which field it belongs. The two which seem 
to have the most legitimate claims are the social studies 
field and the business education field.. Each has convincing 
arguments in its favor , but the author feels that the social 
studies field is the more desirable of t he VNo. For one 
reason, business education while not diametrically opposed 
to the interests of consumer education, does treat its 
subject from the ·gie~vp oin t of the business enterprise and 
its opportunities for profit .. There is also danger that the 
teachers of business may be hesitant to ~ach anything that 
might suggest that business rioes not have the best interest 
1 
of society at heart. Harap gays of many of the courses 
l He nry Harap, "The Consumer Addresses the Business Educator, u 
The .Journal of Educational Sociology (May, 1935), 8:: 542. 
10 
on consumer education in the business education field: 
"Most of the current so-called consumer courses 
and textbooks in the field of commercial education are 
such in name only . As a class, the teachers of 
commercial education~ in sheer self-defense, have 
appropriated an appealing slo gan and have attached l~ 
to the customary producer-centered courses in general 
business training.u 
The social studies, on the other hand, seems to offer 
a greater affinity to the subject of consumer education ~ 
1 
As Wesley - says the social studie s field deals with human 
relationships. It is social. Although consumer educa tion 
is often thought of as instruction for individual 
enlightenment only, the social consequences of faulty 
buying mentioned in the previous chapt er are sufficient to 
gi11e it a social character. 'Ihere appears to be ample 
justification for consumer education to be considered as a 
part of the social studies field. 
A flexible unit.-- This unit is made with the 
realization that the subject matter of consumer education 
will be taught in different fields and either as a 
separate course or as a part of another course . It is 
hoped that the unit will prove flexible enough to be used 
under most of these circumstances . It is, however, 
intended to be utilized with t he knowled ge of its true aims 
rEdgar Bruce Wesley, Teaching Social Studies in High Schools, 
D~ C. Heath and Company, Boston1 19501 pp. 29-30. 
ll 
of makinG the pupils more intelli gent consumers with an 
understanding of the social consequences of their acti~.riti s . 
2 ~ Concerning Objectives 
'Ihe consumers' opportunit;r. - - In setting up a statement 
of objectives for a unit in consumer education, it is 
perhaps well first to consider the opportcmi ty that such a 
course offers. 'Ihis opporr1nl ty is well stated by the 
1 
Con~umer Education Study. 
"The oft-repeated complaint about consumers 
wandering bewildered among hundreds of brands of 
thou sands of products has truth in it; but it :ts the 
pess i mist's version of a greater truth: 1 The modern 
American consumer ~ choose from thousands of goods, 
and services fashioned to meet his every need.' In 
other word s he has unprecedented consumer opportunity: 
the opportunity to live well . u 
'J' ith this view of the consumers' potential advantage, 
no teacher should fail to set up objectives that would bring 
his pupil s towar•d a closer realization of the opportunity 
pre sen ted $ Objectives for this unit should be formula ted 
from the point of view that it is an opportunity of which 
we wish to take advantage and not a fear of the market that 
we wi sh to instill in the pupil's mind . 
2 
The limit o f objectives .. - - V' e sley says: 
"Each subject should probably l imit it s statement 
of objectives to those which it has some justifiable 
1 ~ational Association of Secondary School Principalq~ on . cit . 3 
p *lO . 
2 Edgar Bruce V'Gsley, op .. .. lt .. , p.l23. 
hope of ~chieving, either because it is peculiarly 
fitted by the nature of its content or because it is 
definitely equipped t o cooperate \'lith other subjects 
in p romo ting a given obje ctive . n 
12 
It ~auld be easy with the subject of consumer education 
I 
to set up objectives that can be mu ch more readily handled 
b y such courses as science, mathematics or business training. 
Objectives of this unit will in some instances be similar 
to those of other course s, but t he difference is that these 
are consumer- centered rather than centered about a science or 
a busine s s a ctivi ty . The nature of consumer educat i on is 
such that in s ele cting subject matter to roach toward the 
goals or objectives , a knowled ge of what t he s tudents are 
being taught in other courses :Ln. the school is important. 
Thu s, lnstead of useless duplication of subject matte r , the 
teacher can buil d upon what has already been tauGht and help 
make the curriculum a closer knit entity rather than a 
disjointed collection of courses with unrelated subject 
matter . 
3. S tatement of Objectives 
Objectives and standards . - .... The broad objectives of this 
uni t have been alluded to already , but it is well to restate 
them along with others that might be considered more specific . 
While there is confusion a bou t the difference, if any, betvveen 
objectives and standards, those that seem to be more properly 
called standards will be incorporated into the section 
13 
dealing with the actual ac t ivi ties . 
Broad objectives.--
1 . To develop a realiza tion that the buying of 
merchandise is a p roblem 
A great many people g o through life wasting 
thej_r money on u nwis e purchases vvithout the 
least thought that shopping and buying are 
serious problems. A good consumer must first 
be aware that a problem does exist . 
2. To develop an appreciati on of the consequences of 
· buying upon t he indivi dual a s a consumer and upon 
soc ie ty as a whole 
Thi s objective is closely related to the first 
since in both of these is the reason why we 
need consume r education. 
3 . To br ing a bout a reco gni t ion of the consumerst 
opportuni ty 
As wa s men tioned previously, a uni t on 
consumer education should stress the 
op portunity available to the consumer in the 
market, not the evil that lurks there. A 
knowled ge that evil can be found in the ma rket 
is impor tant; but more important i s the 
understandi ng that as buyers become more aware 
.of the role they play, the evil will disappear 
14 
and a grater opportunity for a botter lif 
will b exposed~ ~ buyer that is confid nt is 
on step nearer the goal of being a wise buyer . 
4. Tb d e velop a philosophy of buying 
1 
Trilling and Eb rhart note that people hav 
different amounts of money to spend and 
different desires in spending it . Each person 
should w igh the satisfactions to be gained 
through ~aking various purchases and plan their 
buying tog t th most satisfaction froJ.l the 
money they have to sp nd . 'Ihis holds true for 
all purchas s from buying a movi ticket to 
purchasing a home. n intelligent consumer 
is conscious of th fact that by making one 
purchase another on~ is foregon • 
Th s -.. four objectives constitute the broad aims of this 
unit; but ::..t is ';Yell to list several other ains that, whil 
being som what more specific, can still b e consid red as 
~orthwhile objectives . 
Marl!'! specific objectives .. --
1 $ To d velop proper methods of buying 
No person can say that he has bought wisely 
when the purchase was made on the spur of the 
1 Mab 9l B. Trillin 2: , Kingman E . Eberhart and Florenc 
'!:illiams Nicholas, v;hon You Buy, J. B. Lippincott Company, 
Chicago, 1938, p.l3 . 
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moment or becaus e o f some emotional whim. 
The consumer should form babi ts to guide his· 
shopp ing just a s he develops habits in 
main tainine; his heal th . 
2. Tb acquaint the student with the various agencies 
thB.. t aid the con s umer 
The cons umer i s not l eft. to shift f or him-
self in the matter of consuming, but many 
people are unaware of t he aids at their dis -
p osal and of t h e usefulness of ·these aids . 
Certainly a le gitimate ob jective of this unit 
should be to familiarize the students with 
such aids as the consumer movement , t he 
r e search a genci es , t he g ove r nment agencies 
a nd othe rs. 
3. To know the place of adver tising, labeling, brands, 
guarantees and other selling devices 
All t h e s e f a.c t c')rs are imp or tan t in wise 
shopp ing and each has i t s advanta ges and 
limitations. The intelligent buyer knows how 
to use them to his own advantage . 
4 . To know and understand the meaning of prices and 
how t hey are formu_ated 
Perhaps no single factor i nfluences pe opl e in 
the selection of me rchandi se as much a s does 
1 6 
tha t of )ric e.. It :ts important t h erefore 
that people know to what degree ere e..l i t~r :ts 
conr1ected wt th p:rice, why 2Jrices vary so rrr:-1 ch 
on simile.r 1 tems and where the line be drawn 
between selecting merchandise on the basis of 
price and selecting it on quality. 
5 . To recognize some of the ~ansers that the consu~er 
may me et in his shopping 
Although the pessimist's viewp oint must be 
avoided, it is still important to educate the 
consumer to be aware of the possibility of 
fraQd, misrepresentation and other schemes to 
dupe the consumer. 
CHAPillR III 
OUTLINE OF CONTE~TT 
1. ~vo Considerations 
Criterion for content.-- Some units, or courses, on 
consumer education use as a criterion for content anything 
for ~;vhich money may be ,_,_sed. fuis broad concept of the 
sub ject includes the purchase of insurance, legal and 
medical aid and even social security and taxes sinc e these 
are actually things for which income is used . While t h ese 
are worthwhile items to study, this unit, as the title 
implies, has been delimited to consider the se l ection and 
purchase of tangible consumer goods.. 'lhls means actual 
merchandise that the ultimate consumer buys . Excluded are 
any type of purchases made by industrial buyers and users . 
The purchase of services such as those offered b y doctors, 
public utilities and investment houses shall not be 
consi dered ~ 'l'hus the consumer in this course is thought of 
as the ultimate purchaser and user of the goods and the 
goods are of a tangible nature such as clothes, food, 
household goods and automobi l es . 
Order of material .. -- The order in which this outline 
of content is given is not necessarily the one which should 
be followed in the classroom. As every classroom situation 
... 17-
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is different, particularly with a subject such as this, each 
teacher should consider his students' needs and use an 
arrangement that will be best for t hem. 'Ihis consideration 
also applies to the stress or emphasis placed on various 
parts of the subject matter. As given here the order follows 
the objectives of the unit given in the last chapter, 
proceeding from the more general to the specific . This 
sequence of the content may be used, if desired, with little 
if any change . 
With these observations in mind, it is now possible to 
outline the content of the unit. 
2 . The Outline 
The problem of buying . - - To bring to the stud ent a 
realization of the p roblem is of prime importance, since 
without this realization the effect of any further 
information or attitudes gained will be diminished . In 
accomplishing this it will be necessary first to impart an 
understanding of the great variety of goods t hat are offered 
to the consumer.. This part of the unit, which may be 
considered as an introduct i on , should also include material 
that will enable the stu dent to realize that he is now a 
cons umer and in later life wi l l be one to an even greater 
degree . 
A study of the h istory of production is also a study 
of the history of the buyi ng problem, for as the number and 
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variety of goods increased so did the problem of buyine;a A 
look at the complexity of some modern everyday equipment and 
the prob lem of j_ts intelligent selection might cap this study .. 
The individual and social consequencooof buying.--
Included in this part of the unit should be a study of the 
distribution of goods, working from the buyer back to the 
producer . This would cover wholesalers, brokers, retailers, 
chain stores, their operation, risks, costs, and the profit 
mot ive . This study will bring to the student a realization 
of his important posit ion as a buyer in the economic scheme 
of the world . By coordinating this material •vi th pertinent 
rnater:ial from other courses such as economics, science and 
banldng it w:tll be possible to show the consumer in his 
true light as the focal point of the great majority of all 
economic endeavor . Included here shou ld be an EH:~minntion 
of specialization and the working of the law of supply and 
demand. The effects of luxury purchases by the rich and. 
faulty purchases by the common man can be used to point up 
the importance that each purchase is an economic vote for 
greater production of that type merchRnd ise. 
A recognition of the consumers' oppor tunity.-- Using 
the history of p roduction and buying as a base , an 
examination of the rise in the standard of living over a 
period of time wou l d serve to highlight the advantages 
accrued from mass proCiv c tion . With this rna terial could be 
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includ d the latest improvements in certain fields and their 
impact on our present and implication for our future standard 
of living. VJ ith emphasis on its latent :_Jower, the ability 
of consumer demand to bring new and better ')Jr oc1uc ts to the 
market could be brought out . 
To develop a phil osophy of buying .--
ttFor consumer educs.tion curriculum-making, the 
importance of any phase of consumption cannot be 
wholly gauged by the amount of mon ·Y laid out for it .. 
Neither can it; b gauged by the economic criterion of 
the amount of wealth used up . 'Ihe final criterion is 
the contributio. which t s made, or can b made, to 
human 3atisfaction and happiness . ul 
Students should realize that by a s tuoy of this unit 
the ir own happiness can be greatly 5~creased £ To accomplish 
this the re sults of unplaru1ed and unwise buying can be 
examined . I f desired the topic . of budgeting may conveniently 
b inserted h re with emphasi s on the typ of merchand se to 
r uy . 'Ihe income grou:_Js in the United '"" tates and a br-eakdown· 
of their S)cndL.1g is another topic thH t might serve tbis 
objeC!tive . Here j_t can be brought out that two neople with 
similar inc01nes wi ll vary greatly in the :_:mrchases they 
make a d perha1 s in the satisfaction that they d rive f l"OD 
the~e pt;.rchases . 
';i th th idea of' the most benefl t and sa tis faction for 
the least cost_, can b · includod t he type of' goo ds that 
1 National ~ssociation of Secondary S chool Principa s , 
on . eit. , p . 17 ,. 
satisfy certain needs, the style of living best sui ted to 
certain individuals and the fallacy of keeping up with the 
Joneses. 
To develop proper methods of buying. -- To make progress 
toward this obj e c ti ''e the rna terial studied may first be 
quite general. Included here are such studie s as habits to 
form wh ile shopping and buying, judging quality and 
usefulness , the advantage or disadvantage of packaged and 
bulk goods, comparison of goods, importance of 
standardization and the advantage of buying in quantity or 
small lots .. Further study on the types of 'Stores such as 
drug, department and specialty stores and the classes of 
stores such as no credit, no return, no delivery and the 
service sto~es is valuable for any consumer . Fashions and 
fads take a great deal of the consumer e. ! income and 
consequently need attentio when considering good buying 
methods . 
The effect of buying methods on the retailer himself 
is important for , as Reid says: 
"Another phase of consumer edu cation in buying is 
concerned with t he consumer - retailer relationship: with 
how shopping and buying practices of consumers affect 
cost, how they affect the kind of service received, how 
consumers might cooperate with the retailer in order to 
get the particular k .nd of goods wanted and the 
required information concerning them. "l 
1 Margaret G. D.eid , Consumers and the Market, ppleton-
C8ntury-Crofts, Inc ., New York, 1942 , p . 100. 
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At this point unit some teachers may wish to 
take up a study on the b ying of particular goods such as 
food, clothes, household articles and others. If this study 
of specific goods is not taken up here it may be dispersed 
throughout the unit. 
A encies to aid the consumer.-- Since it would be 
impossible for any one rson to become an expert on all 
the lines of merchandise offered, it is only natural_ that 
a good consumer should ~ow where to turn to obtain 
assistance. Therefore, a study of the various agencies whose 
prime purpose is to aid ~he consumer is particularly 
important. The follo~tdg list of agencies does not include 
all those available nor does it attempt to classify them 
according to importance.
1 
They are grouped in the three 
I . 
main categories of organized consumer groups, private 
. I 
agencies and government agencies and laws. 
1. Organized consumer groups 
a. American AJsociation of University Women 
I b. American Home Economics Association 
c. Consumers *ational Federation. 
I 
d. Consumers ~esearch, Incorporated 
e. Consumers Vnion, Incorporated 
I 
f. General Federation of Women's Clubs 
i 
g. League of Women Shoppers 
I h. National Consumer-Retailer Council 
I 
2. 
3. 
I 
I 
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L National Lehgue of 'Women Voters 
I Private agenciel3 
I 
a . American D~ntal Assoc iation 
i 
American Gas Association 
i 
c. American I ns ti tu te of IJ.aundering 
e .. 
f . 
g . 
h. 
i . 
j. 
k . 
1. 
m .. 
n. 
American Me1ical Ass ociation 
! merican s t t ndards Association 
I 
Better Business Bureau 
Good Housekleping Ma gazine 
Illuminatink Engineers ' Society 
National Bolrd of Fire Underwriters 
Parents' 
Na tional 
i 
Makazine 
I Canners' 
i 
_ s s ocia tion 
u.s. Pharmacopoeia 
Retailers' l ssociation 
i 
I 
_riva te Labbratorie s 
! 
I 
Gov ernment agen~ies and laVilS 
i 
a . United Sta t~s 
I 
Department of Agri culture -Federal 
Food and nrvg Administra tion 
l 
I 
b. United Statt s Department of Commerce-National 
Bureau of Standards 
c. United Stat~s Department of Labor 
d .. Federal 
I 
Tra?e Commission and the ~Yhealer-Lea 
I Amendment I 
I 
e. Miller-Tydi~gs Ac t 
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f.. Robinson-Patman Act 
ga Wool Products Labeling Act 
h.. State and local laws 
In the study of these aids to the consumer should be 
included an examination of the Consumers• Cooperatives 
covering the Rochdale Plan, producer and retail cooperatives, 
their reason for existence, their organization and their 
prevalence . 
To k_ow the place of selling devices used by vendors.-~ 
That the selling devices of vendors are successful is 
attested to by the frequency of their use. It is also well 
understood that the consumers depend up on these devices to 
a large degree in much of their shopping . In many cases the 
advertisements and pronouncements of the seller are the only 
guide used in s elec t:i.ng merchandise .. 
""Persuasive selling is as old as the hills. But no 
previous generation has been assaulted under such a 
drumfire of it . And never before has it been so 
scientifically and cleverly devised to play upon the 
consumer's every motivation. Coming as it does, at the 
very moment when consumers most need the expert help 
and advice of sellers, when they are a.lready confused in 
thelr efforts to pick the best from an almost 
embarassing v~realth of offerings, it can even add to their 
confusion. Its pressures can distort their patterns of 
buying. Consumers need, at the very least, to learn how 
not to be diverted from their true goals by sellers' 
appeals; at best they can ma ke advertising and sales-
manship strong allies in their quest for· the best . ul 
This apt statement indicates the importance of this part 
1 National Association of Secondary School Principals, 
op • c i t .. , p 6 '" 
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of the unit. The need fo r a study of the a dvantages a nd 
limi ta tion s of the f ollowing a ppeal s is therefore apparent . 
1 Adverti sing 
a& Economics of advertising 
b . P r oducer advertising 
c. Retail advertising 
d . Cooperative advert ising 
e . Advertis ing msdia 
f Appeals used in advertising 
g. Advertised versus -'tlon-a:dvertised goods 
h. Proper reading of advert ising 
2. Labeling 
a .. S tandards 
b. Grades 
c . Informative 
d . Des crip ti ve 
e . Proper use 
3. Sales t~lks 
4 a Free services 
5 . Special sales 
6. Demonstra t ions 
labeling 
label ing 
of l a b el s by consumers 
7~ Store fixtures and surroundings 
Price as a guj_de to selection. -- As mentioned previously, 
price exerts a great influence on the buying habits of people, 
yet few und erstand how prices . are computed or to w~at extent 
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price is a guid~ to quality. Looking ~ven further into the 
problem: 
ttThe insistent demand by consumers for constantly 
low r pric s, and the unwillingn ss of many consume rs 
to allow producers and distributors a profit sufficient 
to provide a decent living have almost compelled 
s llers in many lines to resort to unethical practices 
in order to existw In many cases the motive on the 
part of the buyer has been just as unethical as any 
motive on tho part of the seller. Each has been 
guilty of trying to talce unfair advantag of the other, 
and their transactions have resolved themselves into a 
battle of wits."l 
It is, then, important for students to realize that 
consumers also hav a responsibility in this matt r of 
setting prices . Some of th e topics that might be studied 
in this section arc: 
1. Competitlon and monopoly 
2a The effect of supply and demand on price 
3 The value of money - d pression and p~osp rity 
4. The profit system 
5. Price setting 
6 . Relationship be~~een adv rtising and prices 
7. Fair-traded merchandise 
Une thical practices .-~ Me.ny t eachers may not wish to 
place at the end of the unit e. topic that implies tnfair 
motives on th~ part of the sell er, and t he y may well wish 
to bring th subject matte r in only incidental to oth r 
material It has been placed at the end of this unit m rely 
1 A. B. Zu Tavern and A. E. Bullock, The Consumer Inve stigates~ 
Th H .. M .. Rowe Company _, Baltlmore, 1938, p .. IX. 
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to emphasize that certain practice s by a comparatively small 
nu. ber of businessmen may endanger the good work and effort 
of all other ethical l::lusinessmen. Some of those practices 
t ha t may be thought of as more or less unethical may be 
considered under the followin8 topics. 
1. Mislead ing labels 
Since producers have not yet reached any 
standardized grades,some industries take 
advantage of this fact to confuse the buyer 
more than is necessar-ya 
"The grading of silverware offers one of the 
most flagrant examples of misleadins terms. S iz.th-
grade silver is indicated by the term Al, generally 
accepted as meaning t h e highest grade; and each of tho 
other five grades above Al from fifth on up to f_rst 
might be considered a top grade, for they are A/, AA. , 
XX, Y ... :x .• x~ XXXX. 'Ihe grading of raw silk is equally 
deceptive.. Any one of the grade names Special Grand, 
Grand X1C, Special Crack, Crack JL"'\, Extra Extra, and 
Best Extra might mean first grade.. Special Grand happens 
to be the first grade and Bes t Extra the last grade , 
but i t woul d be just as logical to r everse t..h.e order. 
Sometimes concealed top grades result from the 
development of higher grades due to :tmproved industrial 
methods after the adoption of a grading sys tern, but in 
many cases they have been deliberately adopted .. nl 
2~ Packaging 
F'alse bottoms, b.ea.,r:r glass bo ttlGs and od d 
shaped containers may be u sed by a producer 
for l e gitimate r·easons such as safer handling 
or beauty. Too often this type of container 
1 Edvmrd William Heil~ Consumer TrainingL The Macmillan 
Co ,_pany, New York., 19~13, p .6 9 . 
fools the consum r a nd leads h i m to believe 
he i s getting more than he ac tually i s . 
3 .. Mi spr i cing 
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Under certain circu stances snch as a. shortage 
of a ~art . cular commodity a few sellers follow 
the mo tto of "charging what the traffic 111.rill 
bear· .. tt t ude nts shoul d be made .aware ·hat there 
are times when such a situation might arise . 
The y will then be able to judge more wisely the 
proper courGe t o take~ 
4 ~ Bait advertising 
A.dvert iseme . ts are occasionally run by some 
stores when they hav litt l e or none of the 
merchandise advertised. This is done merely 
to get the customer in the store in the hop es 
that they will purchase something more expen-
sive than the advortised merchand i se . If 
students realize that this may be done they wi ll 
be inclined to be more critical of a star that 
would attempt to sell merchandise by such 
methods~ 
5 u Ba rgainstt 
Although barga :tns might be considered as the 
goa l of consumers, marl-cod-down price does not 
necessarily mean a bargain . It WRY be that 
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hidden imperfections reduce the value of the 
merchandise far belo·w t~"lo purchase price . An 
intelligent consumer should b alert to such 
possibilities and be extra careful vvhen he 
purchases marked-doV'm mer•chandise .. 
6 . Adulteration 
Fortunately the adultaration of products by 
addition of cheaper material has been reduced 
considerably by laws, consumer agencies and 
consumer enlightenment .. However, adulterat j on 
is still difficult to detect in many cases and 
students should real iz e that constant 
vigilance is needed to prevent this bad 
practice . 
7 . Paid testimonials 
It is a conwon practice for advertisers to 
purchase testimonials by famous people . 'lb. is 
has proven to be an effecti ve means of 
advertising .. Its value as an aid to the . 
consumer is hi ghlY debatable and students should 
be aware of its limitations . 
8 . Frauds 
Outright fraud such as a promise t o deliver 
goods that will never be delivered take a 
great deal of money from unsuspecting purchasers . 
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Although reputable firms do not engage in 
such practices there are p eople who attempt 
to make a living by preying on the 
unsuspecting and uneducated consumer. 
'Ihis t.hen covers the subject rna tter that may be used 
in an attempt to attain the objectives stated. In the next 
chapter will be given activi.ties tha t may be employed to 
advantage in using the content listed here. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUGGES TED ACTIVITIES 
1~ P reparing the List of Activities . 
controversy~-- One of the more important 
controversies that revolves around the teaching of consumer 
education is that of how specific or hov.r general should i t 
be. In other words should the study be concerned with 
whether brand X peas are a be ·t;ter buy than brand Y, or 
should it concern itself only with the vague and general 
study of the consumers' problem with no attempt at helping 
the student meet present or near-future problems? Each 
method at its best has many good points in its favor, but 
alone neither one can truly give the st11dent the most 
benefit such a course should give him. It would seem that 
an i n telli gent mixture of the t wo methods would case the 
controversy and eliminate some of the disadvantages of each. 
This unit has be e n planned so f ar with this thou ght in mind , 
and the activities are listed with the same thought . That 
is to say, the activities contain experiences that deal 
directly with the purchase of s pecific articles and also 
experiences that will give the student an insight into the 
problem of buying in general without regard to any particular 
brand or type of purchase. 
-31-
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All possible activities not listed.-- It wil l not be 
attempted here to list all the possible activities that may 
aid in reaching the stated objectives. Certain activities 
such as the debate or panel may well be used vd th much of 
the rna terial to be covered, but the use of such devices 
as these is left to the individual teacher to use when he 
feels it will fit in best with the topic being studied and 
the mood of the class . 0 ther ac ti vi ties that will be 
mentioned with regard to one special topic may be used "'f!I i th 
little change to ti~ in with another different topic. 
Criteria for the selection of .E)?ecific goods~ -- Since 
it is expected that the stu.dy of specific goods will be 
taken up at various times during the study of this unit, it 
is well to consider some advice given by the National 
ssociation of Secondary School Principals, namely:l 
11 
'Ihese goods and services should be selected 
f or study on the basis of t hree criteria: 
That they will continue to be of importance in 
the student's life. 
T..r1at they are of immediate interest to the 
student group. 
That they p ose enough difficulty to make special 
s tu.d y worth while n 
The form of stating the activities.-- The activities to 
foll ow are vTorded somewhat in the manner that they might be 
given to a re gular class. It j_s natural that many of these 
activities will need further amplification by the teacher to 
l Op.cit., p 49. 
assure a proper tie-in with the course and to assure a 
proper understanding by the student. 
2. The Activities 
The problem of buying.--
List as many classes of goods that are offered for 
sale that you can think of. Note the great number and 
variety of goods obtained when the class pools its lists. 
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Make a list of the items you use or that are in your 
home that you have purchased or have had an influence in 
selecting. You will probably find that you are already an 
important consumer. 
Select one item such as a canned food and visit a 
store carrying that item. Write down the different brands 
carried, the prices, size of cans and other information 
that you feel is pertinent to the selection of that item. 
Compare your list with the list of a similar item taken 
from another store. 
From a history book discover how goods were exchanged 
when the barter system was in effect. Then put on a short 
play dramatizing the difficulties likely to be encountered. 
From the school or the local library obtain statistics 
on the production per man hour per year of a certain item 
throughout a definite period. Prepare a chart for the 
bulletin board showing the change and write a short report 
on how the change affects you. 
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~ ith the aid of your t eacher make a relatively 
comprehensive study of a c ommon piece of equipment such as 
a radio~ wa t ch or vacuum cleaner. Con side r the amount of 
study that would be needed to select a complex article 
in telli gently with no outside aid . 
The individual and social consequences of buying.--
V hile studying the topic of distribution arrange fbr an 
interview with a local wholesaler, broker or 1•etailer and 
p repare a report to the class on his activities inthe .fiPld 
of distribution . 
Invite one of t he people mentioned above to speak 
before the class about his business and its operation and 
allow a short question period afterward 
nwi th the aid of several other memb ers of the 
class make a list of ~11 the different kinds of 
automatic vendin g machi nes in your neighborhood 
accordj_ng to the kind of -" oduc t they dispense ., What 
effects do the machines have on prices, if any?nl 
I nterview a local producer and determine his methods 
of dis tri bu tion, 'H~u~re h-t s g oods are shipped and from where 
he gets his raw ma t erial . 
" e lect some product that is sold locally .. 
Trace the sources of all its ingredients and make a 
r'eport on the functions performed by a ll those who 
1 Edward Wil liam Heil, op . ci t ., p . 42~ 
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contributed to the production and the distribution."l 
"Write a theme showing in de tail hovv the farmer, 
the laborer, the manufacturer and the consumer are 
interdependent and therefore have commonproblems and 
common interests.n2 
"During the week make a study of all the 
examples of bad taste you observe about you . Choose 
two or three of these examples and explain in class 
why y ou think they are in poor taste. Why were they 
purchased? 1J hat is their probable comparative life .. "3 
Using examples from the above activity write a report 
on the economically unsound purchases by both the rich and 
the poor. 
A recognition of the consumers' opportunity.--
Wri te a report on the articles of merchandise in use 
at a certain period of time. Several students may work at 
this and each one may take a certain period such as 1 800, 
1850 or 1900.. You w...a.y wis h to illustrate this b y v:riting 
about an average day in the life of a person living in this 
time. For those who like to draw they may il lustrate these 
periods emphas iZing the merchand ise used. 
Question your parents or neighbors as to the articles 
of merchan~ise they owned at a certain period in their life. 
1 H. G. Shj_elds and W. Harmon Wilson, Consumer Economic 
Problems, South-Western Publishing Company, Cincinnati, 1945, 
p 47. 
2 Ibid., p.28 .. 
3 Edward Y illiam Hell, op.ci t. , p.32. 
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and compare their possessions at that time wi th those of 
y ounger people at that same period in their li fe . 
Make a 1 is t of artic l es that tv.ren t>J or thirty years 
ago were c.onsidered as luxuries that are now considered 
a s ne c e ssities by most people . 
P repare a report on the advantage to you and/or society 
of one of the following developments~ radio, television3 
the automobile, the airpl a ne, fro z en foods, a cer tain 
medic i ne or a certain h ou sehold appliance If you wish , you 
may '.~Jri te an actual story of h ow you have personally benefited 
from one of these devel opments. Othemmay, if desired, 
report on t h e possibiliti es o f potential inventions or 
dev lopments su ch as a tomic power or cloud seeding. 
With one of the above reports in mind prepare a short 
talk on how·· consumer dema nd has initiated or given impc tus 
to the de velopmen t of a particular good or proce s s . 
Take a trip through a local s t ore a nd itemi z e all the 
articles that are made of plas-tic .. I f some one in the class 
is interested in plastic s , he may report on the d evelopment 
of i t and it s many uses. 
Interview a s tore keeper for his views on how c onsumer 
demand for, or resistance to, certain pro ducts has affected 
the sale of tho s e products. 
Make a study of a certain item t hat has disappea red 
from the market and try to tie in its disappearance with 
consumer resistance to the p roduct or consumer demand for a 
different product. 
To develop a philosophy of buying.--
Prepare a bud get for a month on an income se t b y y our 
t eacher. Include a ll expenses you think are ne c e ssa ry for 
livin8: . Compare your budget with those of other s tudents 
and note the differenc e s i n s:·noun-cs spP~;. t on .:; _):_.., tain items. 
Why d o you think these differences arise? From thcs'--
budge ts try to make what the class feels .is an ideal budg- t. 
Compare this bud get with a model bm:ftget from a bank or o th a r 
source . 
P repare a debate or panel discussion on the 
ad van tages and disadvanta ges of installment plan buying. 
Make a list of the v a rious articles purchas ed by your 
family during the l ast two or three months. Label each item 
as a necessity or a luxury and explain why it is considered 
as such and what need it fills . As a class list those items 
that a re consi dered as luxuri e s by some and necessities by 
others. 
List the food you h ave eaten during the past two days .. 
Estimate the ~rice and from a Home Economics or a Health 
textbook e sGima t e the food value of those meals 
Make up a diet for a we ek that y ou believe to be 
economical and nutritious. 
home ec onomics. 
1his may be done by girls s~udying 
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To develop proper me thods of buying.--
Thiru~ of the most recent major purchase you have made 
and answer the following questions on the methods you used 
in selecting it:: 
1. Why did you decide to buy this ar tj_cle? u~.hen? 
2. In what store did you buy this article? ~Jhy? 
3 .. Y'Jha t pr'ice did you pa~r'? 
4. Did you compare prices before buying? If you did, 
how did you e;o about making the comparison? 
5 . Did you compare quality before you bought? If you 
did, what criteria did you use for comparison? 
6. If it . was pertinent, did you compare size? 
7 . Wha t part did the salesperson play in your 
selection '? 
8. What part did suggestions from other peopl p lay? 
9. fhat part did advertising play? 
10 .. no you think you mad e an intelligent purchas e? Why? 
If another student in your class bought a similar 
article compare your methods of selection and let the class 
d cide who made the wisest choice . 
Invite a local salesclerk to speak before the class$ 
Q.uestion him particularly on his impression of the way 
people shop .. 
Obta:i.n from some agency such as the Consumer's Research 
~".gency certain tests that may be made on fabrics, cos me tics 
or some other product to determine qual'ity. Demonstrate 
these tests to the class. 
Write a report on the work of the National Bureau of 
Standards and how it effects you as a consumer. 
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Select a certain class of store such as a drug, grocery, 
or department store and evaluate each store in that class in 
a certain area as to the type of store it is and services it 
offers customers. Compare these stores by type, by services 
offered and by the general price range. 
Using a newspaper or magazine that dates back a year 
or more, compare the changes in style. If you have artistic 
inclinations, make some comparative sketches of styles a 
year ago and styles today. Check your own wardrobe or that 
of your family and determine if any of your clothes might be 
considered to be out of style as far as the fashion 
magazines are concerned. 
Prepare a bulletin board display on the gradual changes 
of style in women's or men's clothes from 1900. 
From newspaper or magazine advertisements or from 
actual shopping, compare the price of an article of clothing 
in the latest style with a similar article of the same 
quality but not considered as the latest style. 
Arrange for an interview with the manager of a large 
store and question him regarding certain activities of his 
customers such as improper handling of merchandise and the 
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improp r us e of the privilege of returning purchases. Gi ve 
a repor t to the class on his views and give your own views 
of the responsibili ties of a customer . 
Select an article that you would like to buy if you had 
the money . Imagine that you are actually going to buy it 
and then take all the ne c essary steps y ou would follow in 
making an inte l ligent purchase of this article . Vrite or 
give an oral talk on the s t ep s you planned and the methods 
you used telling why you think your final de cision v.rould 
ha b en an intelligent one • 
• gencies to aid the consumer .. - -
Obtain from the libr~ry copi s of magaz ines pu bl i s h ed . 
by the Consumers Union, Incorp orated, or the onsum~rs' 
searc h , Incorporat-d.. Write a r e port on one of th se · 
magazin s explaini::J.g how the y attempt t o aid the consu mer 
a nd the methods they use in t est ing c ertain produc ts~ 
\~ r ite to the nearest Better Bus i ness Bureau e __ d a sl{ 
for information on their operation and their act i vities. 
j 
If there is a Betto r Busine ss Bure au nearby i~vit one 
of the officials to spa~ to the class . 
Mak a colle ction of lab ls b aring t he s eals o f 
approval of such organizations a s the American Dental 
As sociation, Good Hous eke eping Magazine and the National 
Board of Fire Und e r writers . At t a ch to each lab 1 the 
standards t hat the or ani zation has s e t up for a product t o 
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be approved . 
Form a co~nitte e and report on a law such as the 
Tydings-Miller Act or the Robinson- Patman Act notlng 
particularly the benefits the consumer gains from the law. 
:Do the same for a government 2-gency such as the 1')epartment 
of Agr iculture or the ·Department of Commerce. 
"Select students to represent a retailer, a 
manufacturer and a consumer. Let each present his 
viewpoint concerning thfl Tydings - Miller , Robinson-
Patman, Food, Drug, and Cosmetics, and Wheeler- Lea 
cts* On a more elaborate scal e a Congressional 
Co~~ittee hearing could be staged on the proposal 
to pass some such law as one of the above.,ttl 
Make a trip to a local dairy; meat cutting plant or 
cannery and pay particular attention to government set 
standards of grading, purity and quality . 
"FORUM: Will co - ooe.2a ti ves solve the consume:r• 
problem? Possible topics: (a) Background History of 
the Co-operative Movement ; (b) Co-operatives in 
Europe; (c) How a Co - operative is Organized and 
Opera ted; (d) Advantages of Co-operatives; (e) 
1VBaknesses and Disadvantages of Co - operatives . "2 
To know the place of s e lling devices used by vendo~s.--
1. Advertisin 6 
Count the number of advertisements in one 
newspaper or magazine or count the number of 
cowff!ercials given on a radio or television 
l Robert L~ Adriance, Using the ~ ealth of the World, Little, 
Brown and Gompan:y_, Boston 8 1943, p . 365. 
2 Ibid., P• 364 . 
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station during an evening. Compare your findi ng8 w ~ t~~_,_ 
0th~r members of the class. What conclusion does the 
class rea~h as to t he freque n cy of a d v ·T' tisements tha t 
a person is subjected to daily? 
If you were- planLing to buy a television set, 
select an advertisement that would influence you a~ t o 
the make. you 'Nould select and the store from which you 
'!!auld -:)urchase i t .. Why would you buy on t he basis of 
the advertisement? Are the appeals used fac tual or 
emotional'? YJl.~.at, if any, information do you think 
coul d be add ed t o, or ~ oleted from, the advertisement 
to improve it? 
Obtain from newspaper and magazine publishers, 
and radio and television stations, iriforrootion on their 
code of advertising. Compare the advertising carried 
by t he different media with their code and note how 
closely ~hey follow it. If any discrepancie s are found, 
check with your teacher and prepare and send a letter 
to the publisher or station asking why the advertisement 
was run . 
Visit a local radio or television station or 
newspape~ plant and take special notice of their 
advertising work . Prepare questions to ask on the cost 
of advertising, how it is prepared and placed, and if 
and how they follow-up the results of an advertisement~ 
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Look throu gh a magazine and list as many ap peals 
as you can find that are used in the advertisements. 
List such appeals as those for health, beauty, 
happiness, security and fear. 
Select several advertisements directed toward 
people who are experts in the field in which t h e 
articles advertised belong . Note the typ e o f copy u s ed, 
the appeals used and the type of information gi v sn. 
Check such adver t isements as those for cameras in a 
photography maga z ine or r ifles in a sports ma gaz:tne 
Compare these advertisements with those for s~.milar 
goods in a general magazine. V:hich is the more 
informativ e? 1Nhy ?l 
List the a ppeals that may be used i n advertising 
a shampoo noticing those that are emotional and those 
that are factual. Do the same for a pair of pliers. 
~hich item do you think woul d be easier to sell by 
advertising? Why? 
IVIake a survey of advertised a nd non-adver t ised 
goods in a local store . Compare them as to price, 
size and quality, if possib e. Also question the 
dealer as to the popularity of both t ypes. Make a 
report on your findings and the conclusion that may 
1 National Association of Secondary School Principals, 
Le arning to Use Advertising, Consumer Education Study, 1945, 
Washin g ton, D.C., p . 17. 
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be drawn . 
Wri te a report on your opinion of advertising as an 
aid to a buyer, answering such questions as: 
1 . Do most people r ead advert ising properly? 
2 . n oes adverti s ing give all or mo~t of the ne eded 
informat:lon to aid a wi se select:i.on? 
3 . Why. d o you think advertising is such a big 
bus5.ness? 
4 . What s h ould people do to get more informative 
advertising? 
5. Is a dver tising economically sound from the point 
of view of the ge neral public ? 
Include the least h el pful and the most helpful 
advertisement you can find and explain why you consider 
them so. 
2 . Labe l s 
Make a survey of the v iews of the National Cann.ers 1 
As sociation on descriptive labeling and the view of 
the u. S . Inspecte d Foods Educational Service for 
grades.l 
Collect l abels from foo d c ans and note the gr a des 
given such a~: Fancy, A~ Al, AA , Choice, Extra Fancy 
and Select. Make a su r vey of the grades used for one 
product by one company listing them from the top grade 
1 Consumer Education in Your S chool, op .cit., p . 90 . 
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down. Post on the bulletin board labels with dirrerent 
grade designations that all rerer to top grades. 
"File for future reference all labels that you 
rind helprul. Paste these up in the rorm or a 
scrapbook with divisions for different classes of 
products, such as foods, clothing, drugs, rurniture, 
and other items. At a time fixed by your teacher, 
submit this scrapbook for grading."l 
3. Sales talks 
Give an example of a high pressure sales talk that 
you can recall. Why is this type of sales talk bad 
ror both the consumer and the seller? Give a 
dramatization of a dialogue between a salesclerk and 
a buyer emphasizing the questions that the buyer should 
ask. Do the same thing for each of several items you 
might be purchasing such as a dress, a television set 
or a piece of furniture. 
4. Free services 
Make a survey of the services offered by various 
stores in the community. Try to discover the 
relationship, if any, between the number and type of 
services a store offers and the general price level 
of its goods. 
5. Special sales 
Cut out of the newspaper and prepare for a bulletin 
board display advertisements for different types of sales 
such as pre-inventory, pre-season, fire, 
1 H. G. Shields and W. Harmon Wilson, op.cit., P• 190. 
post-season , clearance and closing- out sales. 
6 . :Demonstrations 
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Lis ten to a demonstration in a store. Notice 
whether the tal k used i s factual or emotional . Doe s 
the demonstrator answer questi ons honestly or does he 
hedge on ce r tain Questions ? 
7. Stor e fixtures and surr oun d ings 
Make a survey of t he fixtures and surround i ngs 
of various stores in t he community ancl discover the · 
relationship, if any, between the furnishings of a 
store and the pri ces charged . 
Pric es as a guide to selection. --
Inves tigate in your libr ary the laws p a ssed to 
d ~scourage monopol ie s . Report on the effe ct you believe 
these laws have on p rices paid for me r chandise. 
List a c tual illustrations of h ow prices are a fected 
by supply and demand. As an example you mi ght note the 
ch anging prices of a fresh food product as its s eason waxe s 
and wa nes. 
By investigation discover identi cal merchandise that 
is priced diffe ren tl:y- in tvw stares . Try t o discover the 
reasons for the difference and the implication to the 
consumer . 
Ask a local store ovrner fol"' the brand names of some 
of the articles that he ha s tn s e ll under fair trade laws . 
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If he is will ing, obtain his views on f air-traded merchandise 
and report to the class. 
Unethical practices. - -
Collect samples of labels that you believe to be 
misleading . •rell why they are mis leading and suggest ways 
to improve them .. 
Bring to class examples of bottles or pP_cl::ages that 
hold less than they appear to hold . Look particularly for 
false bottoms, odd shapes and thick walls. Compare these 
containers with others t hat hold the same amount but are 
not de c eptive . 
Interview yonr local Better Business Bureau agent and 
inquire about certain pr icing policie s that are unfair . Ask 
about his experiences with stores that advertise merchandise 
at a very low price even though they only have one or two 
of the items to sell. 
Make a survey of the methods that could be used to make 
products appear to be of a highe r quality . Artific _al 
coloring and flavoring are co1mnon examples. Explain whether 
the method is lega l or not and j_f it is l 'ega l how the 
consumer is informed that the method is being used . 
Hake a list of a number of te s timonial advertisements 
you see or hear List the work of the person, the product 
advertised and whe ther or not you believe he is better 
qualified than you to jude;e the merits of the product . 
CHP.PTER V 
AUDIO-VI SUAL AI DS 
1. The Proper Use 
Limitations .. -- ~~' ith the subject of consumer education, 
as well as with any subject , audlo-.visual materie..l can play 
a very important part. This part, however, cannot be played 
alone, but must be integrated with other material. Motion 
pictures~ film strips, bulletin boards and field trips 
canno t by themselves bring the s t udent the proper learning 
experi ences he needs. That this is particularly true of 
consw4!er training is easy to see. Every adult and p:..acti -
cally every student comes in daily contact with situations 
that should con tx•i bu te to his understanding of how to be an 
intelligent consumer. Yet the fact that many people never 
learn to buy wisely can not be disputed. 
Without underestimating the importance of audio-visue_l 
material, its limitations . must, nevertheless, be realized. 
This chapter shall be confined to a discussion of 
motion picture films, since other audio-visual aids have 
briefly been considere d in the pr eceeding chapter . 
Selection and preview.-- The use of a film is 
justified only when there is a definite purpose to be 
served . 'Ihus the film should be carefully selected b y the 
-~8-
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tea6her and if at all possible previewed before it is chosen 
as a part of the teaching unit . \' hile this is sometimes 
difficult, if not i mpossible, the desirability of it should 
not be overlooked. At l east an understanding of the content 
and ideas of the film should be gathered :from the source 
where the film is obtained or from fellovv teachers who may 
have used it previously. If the film cannot be previewed 
before i ts selection as a part of the teaching unit , it is 
important that it be previewed before its showing to the 
class . Certainly a teacher cannot e xpect to get the full 
value from a film when he is seeing it for the first time 
with the class .. 
There is little need to state here that the showin.g of 
the film should integrate with the topic being studied at 
the time • . 
'lhe fi l.m and the class. -- Just as the teacher should 
prepare himself for the shovving of the f:l.lm by previewing, 
he should prepare the students. This may be done by bringing 
up discussion on points that are answered or more fully 
explained in the film~ A film may be used ln the middle of 
a project snch as the writing of an advertisement . This may 
stimulate more interest in the project e_nd also give the 
class more ideas on how to better complete the project. In 
other words, the pupils should want to see the film to get 
information or ideas from it. Depending on the teacher, the 
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film and the topic> films may be used a t the beginning, 
middle or end of a topic . Regardless of when it is 11.sed, the 
s tuoents must be ready t o accept it as an aid to their 
understanding of the topic and not just as a form of 
entertainmen t to watch , enjoy and forget. 
After the film has been shovvn it should not be assumed 
that the class has gathered all the information an.d i deas 
presented. Questions will be brou ry1.t up by the film that 
stud ents want answered . The teacher may take up the se 
questions or use them as a sub-project for those pupils tha t 
are interes ted. Ideas or attitudes in the film may need 
fUrther discussion by the class to clarify the issues. In 
some cases, such as a film on buying cloth, certain tests 
made in the picture migpt be done by the children on. various 
samples of cloth. 
It is apparent, then, that the be8t film is only as good 
as the use to which it is put by the teacher and by the class. 
2 . Selected Films 
Make up of t he list~-- The following list of fifty films 
has been selected to give some indication of those 
ava:tlable for use in this uni t . Th e fi.lms lis ted here do 
not cover all t he possible topics, but should give a good 
idea of the type that are available for use i0 a consumer 
education cours e . Some of these films are concerned with 
the sa me topic, but the teacher may then choose the one 
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that b est suits this purpose. 
Information about the . film.-- All the fil ms are sound 
and 16 mm. Time running time and whether it is in black and 
'.7hi te or color is i ndica ted after the titl e . A short 
de scription of the content of e ach f ilm is also included. 
The descriptions were obta ined from the guides in which the 
films were li sted ~ 
'Ihe films in t h e following list were ob t ai.::1ed from the 
1 952 ed ition of the Educato r s' Guide to Free F i l ms.l 
nFinding P eop l e for _ roducts 11 -black and wh ite - 10 
minutes -
Sl.ti s is the story o f marke ting , particularly the 
industrial marke t.. I t s hm·:s the relationship between 
industrial g oods producers a nd their clients . 
ttpre uh and Good Looking" - black and white - 28 minutes -
:Paper mak ing and its use i!:l the shipping and 
packaging of food a re shown i~ this f ilm. 
nHe r e Comes the nr ide" - c o lor - 22 minutes 
'Ihis deals with a cust er shop::> i n!:I for a blanket. 
It tell s the procedure for the salespers on to use i~ 
a i ding the customer to select a proper blanket for her 
neec'l"' • 
. · ,._. 
1 r.~ar~r P oJ.ey Horkheimer and John W .. Differ, (Editors), 
Edu ca torP r :S:.u ide to Free Films, Educators 'Progress Service, 
Randolph, Wiscons in, 1952 . 
Boston Untvera1 t·· . 
~ohool of' Eduoat e::\ 
-- Libr.ar .. / . 
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r Magic Key" - color - 22 mim.1.tes -
This film gives the his tory of advertjsing and its 
influence on t he way of l ife in this country .. 
n_ rogress in :lProduc ts ~' - black and white ~ 25 minutes 
The effect of present day production methods on 
the world is presented in this film. It also s hows 
the development of margarine and t he effect of a new 
produc t on the market . 
"S t ory o:L Leathex>" - black and whi te - 33 minutes -
1his film shovvs where t he raw ma t erial for making 
leather comes from and how i t is pro cessed to make 
different kinds of leather. 
'Ihis next list of f ilms was taken f rom tho 1954 editi on 
of the Educa tors' Guide to Free F ilmsal 
nAmerican Miracl en - black a n d wh ite - 18 minutes -
Mass production is shown from the planning stage 
to its final operation . The background o f a moclern 
assembly line is shown . 
0 Approved by Underwriters" -black and white - 30 
minutes -
Unde r writers 1 Laboratory makes tests on different 
products and expl ai n s their standards and why they were 
set up . 
1 Mary 1•'oley Horkheimer and J ohn W ~ Diffor, (Editors), 
Educators' Guide to Free F ilms, Educators l) rogress Service, 
RandolphJ Wisconsin, 1954. 
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•Beauty and Precious Metal" - color - 22 minutes -
Class rings for a graduating class are shown being 
made and designed. 
"Better Labels"- color - 10 minutes -
The National Canners' Association has recommenda-
tions for the labels on canned fruits and vegetables. 
Here is presented their argument as to why these labels 
are needed and how they were developed. 
"Danger Sleuths" - black and white - 20 minutes -
The Underwriters' Laboratory shows how they test 
electric irons, food mixers, permanent wave machines 
and safes. 
"DuPont Story" - black and white - 72 minutes -
This is the history of the DuPont Company. The 
film shows the development of the company's policies and 
its influence on the American way of life. 
"Fabric Magic" - color - 18 minutes -
The making of the wonder fabrics of orlon, dacron 
and nylon is shown in this film along with how they are 
combined with wool. 
"Facts about Fabrics" - black and white - 26 minutes -
-
The use of yarns in fabrics and how colors are 
applied to fabrics is explained. The technique of 
photomicrography and slow motion are used in the 
explanation. 
"Faces and Figures" - black and white - 28 minutes -
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This is an explana tion of the m.-king of hardwood 
v eneer and hardwood p lywood tha t s t arts with the 
se l ection of trees and ends wi th its use in fur~iture. 
"Harness ing the Rainbow" - color - 29 minutes -
Fabrics a re colored and the term color fastness 
and tests to determi ne it are explained . 
"How a V!a tch Workstt ~ color - 22 minutes -
This shows the ins:i.cle of a wat ch and how it wor_-s 
by the us e of large scale models . 
"If the Shoe Fits" - color - 15 minutes -
All the steps necessary in making a pair of shoe s 
are shown here in a modern factory . 
" It's .~11 in the Finish" - color - 23 minutes -
The quali t y of fabrics is imprnv ed by chemi c a l 
treatmen t . Bet t er e ar, better wa t er repellency and 
improved shri~kproofing are considered. 
"Livi!1g with Formica" - color ~ 25 minu tes -
1his i s an explanation of how Formica is made, 
its uses in the home and its advantages to the c onsumer ~ 
'Look of Th ings , The" - blac1 anr white - 18 mi nutes -
'Ihis film shows the styling of automobile s, 
refrigerators and television sets. It a ls o explains 
why style is important today. 
"Magic Boxn - color - 30 minu tes -
New pa ckaging metho ds h ave changed reta i l ing 
methods. The consumer and the retailer have both 
gained advantages from modern packaging. 
"Meat and Romance" - black and white - 40 minutes -
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The proper selection of meat is difficult and 
this film tries to point out the proper way to buy it. 
The preparation of meat to get the most out of it is 
also considered. 
"Miracle of Felt, The" - color - 29 minutes -
The story of felt is told from the raising and 
shearing of sheep, the manufacture of wool into felt 
and the many final uses to which felt is put. 
"Miracle of the Can" - color - 41 minutes -
'rin cans are manufactured, food is preserved in 
them and they are finally distributed to the consumer. 
"More for Your Money" - color - 11 minutes -
Oranges are sold by the dozen and by the pound. 
This film points out the advantage to the consumer of 
buying them by the pound. 
"Naturally Yours" - color - 19 minutes -
The distribution of fresh foods is traced from the 
farmer, to the research laboratories to the final 
consumer. 
"Pulse of Time" - black and white - 10 minutes -
The various methods of recording accurate time 
from man's first attempt up to the self-winding watch 
is the theme of this film. 
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nQuali ty Control in Modern Merchandising'' - black and 
white - 25 minutes ~ 
Sheets , shirts) blan."k:e ts, shoes and other ar tiel es 
are tested for certain standards in laboratories* 
"Spotlight on the Middle Millions" - color - 32 m:tnu tes -
This film presents an analysis of the New York City 
11arke t and in particular the buyina ha its 0£' the people. 
nstep On It" - black and white - 20 minutes -
Neolite sets up certain standards for its heels 
and soles and makes sure that these standards are met 
by testing their product. 
tt Tailored by H!Omdmacheru - color - 25 minutes -
'Ihe manufacture of clothes is s h own . The importance 
of design in fashion is explained and the techniques of 
a wise fashion buyer are illustrateda 
u 'Ib.ere is a Difference" - color - 30 minutes 
There is a 3rea t variation in the quality of 
luggage ano ~he diffor0aces are shown in this film. 
-"-art of the fi l m sho;;-v-s the proper method of handling 
customer complaints by a salesclerk . 
The films in the next group were taken from the 1951 
edition of the H. W. V'Jilsoi."l 1 s Educational Film Guide 1 
nconsumers Serve Themselves " - color - 11 minutes -
1 Frederick A. Krah~, (Editor), Educational Film Guide, The 
H. 1H. V'.?ilson Company, New York, 1951. 
Some consumer cooperatives gain quality control 
through their own testing kitchens and stoves. They 
also manage their own retail stores and wholesale 
houses • 
.. Cooperatives and the Connnunity, Thelt - color - 12 
minutes -
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This film tells the difference between cooperatives 
and corporations . It also describes three types of 
cooperatives and shows the operation of several marketing 
cooperatives. 
"Goolibah Tree, The" - color - 20 minutes -
Puppets tell of the different advantages of 
cooperation through a cooperative store. 
"Home Management: Buying Food• - black and white - 20 
minutes -
The preparation of a grocery list is explained. 
Emphasis is given .to impulse buying, quantity buying 
and getting the most from inexpensive meat. 
"Marks of Merit" - black and white - 18 minutes -
This film gives the history of brand names and 
trademarks from their inception. 
"Men of Rochdale" - black and white - 50 minutes -
The story of the development of the cooperative in 
the town of Rochdale, England. 
"Recipe for Saving on Food Costs, A" - black and white -
11 minutes -
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1'hi s offers ins tru e ti on on when an how to sl1.op 
for food and h ow to get the most nutrition from food .. 
11 To Marke t, t o Marketn - color - l l mi nutes -
'Ihe middleman's job is to get the goods fr om the 
farm to the c onsumer. There are d i fferent ways that he 
buys and sells goods to do this job . 
th~na t is a Co-opn - black and white - 20 minutes ~ 
This fi lm shows how different t-§pes of cooperatives 
operate. 
n·!J inning Seals of Approval u ~ color - 20 minutes -
Dtandards are set for gas range s and thls film 
illustrates the metho ds of testing used . 
11Vli se Buyi ng" - color - 10 minutes -
Wise buying wil l increase the satisfaction 
de rived fro m money spent . Seasonal buying, quantity 
buying, labels and budget ing are all a pa rt of 
intelligent purchasing. 
"Your Family Budge t 11 - black and white - 10 mi nutes -
The satisfaction derived fro m a wel l planned ana 
p roperly f unctioning bud get is the theme of this film. 
"Your Ticke t to Better Buyingtt - black and white - 24 
minutes -
Good l abels on most a ll types of merchandise are 
a very importaut aid to the co nsumer in his selection. 
'lh:ts last group of films given here can be found in the 
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1954 Annual Supplement of the H. W. 'lilson' s 
Educa t:Lonal Film Guide .. l 
" Competition and Big Business" - black and white - 22 
minu t es -
This film takes up the prob l em of big bus~ ness and 
its effect on the marke t. Technological progress and 
monopoly ar c looked at from the s oci a l point of vl w. 
ttGe t ting Your Moneyt s Worth" - black and white - 15 
minute s -
Wei zhts a.nd measures h ave an important effect on 
the actual purchase price of goods . state and local 
officials. keep a check on the weights and measures 
used .. 
"Research for Bettar Living" - color - 17 m:i.nutes -
Thi s is the research work done on food, nutrition, 
clo t hing and housing by the Bureau of Human Nutrition 
and Home Eco nom:tc s of the U. S . Department of 
Agricul tln•e. 
11Your Clothi~g11 - black and white - 10 minutes -
Good c lothing is important . This film t ells how 
to select and care for clothingw 
1 Frederick A. Krahn ,. (Editor), Educational Film Guide, The 
H. ·w . Wilson Company, New York~ An..nual Supplement, 1954,. 
CHA'P TEH VI 
EVALUATION OF' PRO GRESS TOVfARD THE OBJECTIVES 
1 ~ Ahout the ~uestions 
Purpose o f questions .-- This chapter presents a set of 
fifty questions designed to test the student's progress in 
the unit . Some of the questions are of the factual type 
since it is ·assumed that facts will be taught to some 
extent . The other questions are an attempt to d iscover if the 
student' s habits, attitudes or his discrimination in a 
particula r situation are such that he shows signs of 
becoming an intel l igent consumer. 
Some of t h e q_u es tions mi e;ht we ll be given at the 
beginning of the unit and. again a t the e n d to determine 
hov much progress has been made tow'ard the object ~ ~es . 
•rype of que s t io_ s .. -- Although the multiple-choice type 
of question is in t h e majority, severa l completion, matching , 
arrangement and essay type question s have also been a dd.e c.. 
~ or ntrie ty . 
Answers .. -- v~·hen possible, the de sired respons es are 
indica ted . ,. i th the mu.l tipl e - choic e, the arrangement and 
matching questions, the number of th e des:re response is 
p l aced in the space provided for them. The completion t :-·pe 
questions have the proper word indicated in the blanl;: s e.ce . 
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S ince the essay ques tions ~equire answers either of opinion 
or that will reflect attitudes gained in a particular class} 
n o attempt has been made to give possible ans wers to ~em. 
2. The Questions 
Multiple choice.-- Select the phrase or word that 
correctly completes the statement and put the number of it 
in the parentheses at the left. 
(3) 1 . One difference between a consumer co~operative and 
a corporation is that the co-operative 
1 . sells shares movement is limited t o retail 
stores 3;o member has one vote regardless of tl1e 
number of shares owned 4. sells at lower prices 
5. sells only to its members. 
(5) 2a The type of sale that a person desiring style would 
be most interested in is 
1. clearance " .::. . sur lris stock 3. pre -inventory 
4 . odd lots 5. pre-season• 
(2) 3. The product that u sually has the greatest percent-
age difference between the cost of manufacturing 
and the final purch a se price i s 
lfi an au to mob ile (") G * a tube of lips tick 
suit of clothes 4. a desk 5. candy. 
3 .. a 
(4) 4 .. 'Ihe most harmfully affected by inflation a re those 
who 
1.. own stock 2~ work for a living 3.. do not 
save money 4. live on pensions 5. have 
borrowed money. 
(1) 5. The Printers' Ink model statute concerns 
1. advertising 2. labeling 3. price~ 
4. standards 5. quality of products. 
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(4) 6. If a merchant has a radio displayed in his window 
at a certain price and yet says that he has no 
radios in .stock at that price, the appropriate 
agency to inform would be the 
1. Consumers' Research Organization 2. Federal 
Trade Commission 3. National Board of Fire 
Underwriters 4. Better Business Bureau 
5. National Bureau of Standards• 
(5) 7. A consumer can feel that a drug product has met 
certain standards when he sees on the container 
the initials 
1. N.D.C. 2. U.L.A. ). A.G.A. 4. A.P.A. 
5. u.s.P. 
(3) 8. The reason the American Dental Association fails 
to put their seal of approval on many products 
is that the 
1. products do not meet certain standards 
2. price of the products is too high 
3. advertising of the products claims too much 
4. packaging of the products is deceptive 
5. consumers misunderstand the seal. 
(2) 9. A growing percentage of cost in the final price 
of goods to the consumer has been the cost of 
1. production 2. distribution 3. processing . 
4. raw materials 5. standardizing. 
(5) 10. A price war between two or more similar stores in 
one loaality will probably harm the consumer 
because 
1. the businessmen involved may bec~me inefficient 
2. the quality of the produc·t-s probably will drop 
3. the price war may spread to other businesses 
4. the services of the stores may be reduced 
5. competition may be eliminated. 
In the following questions some or all of the choices 
may have 
word that 
it in the 
(1) 11. 
some degree of truth to them. Select the phrase or 
best completes the statement and put the number of 
parentheses at the left. 
The most important underlying cause for the 
general lack of informative or descriptive labeling 
is that the 
1. consumers do not demand it 2. producers do not 
want it 3. retailers do not care for it 4. cost 
would be too high 5. idea is basically impractical. 
(4) 12. If a woman buying a hat to . match a pair of shoes 
finds she does not have the shoes with her, she 
(1) 13 
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shou l d 
1 . buy the hat and bring it back if it d oes not 
match 2 . buy the hat and take the lo ss if it 
does n ot match 3 . a sk the salespers on to hold 
the hat for h er un til s h e can r e turn ~rith the 
shoes 4 ,. come bacl[ l ater with the shoes and. then 
buy the hat 5 . describe the color of her shoes 
to the sale s person and let him s e l ect the hat . 
The i tern about 'HlJ.ich a friend's experience and 
advice would be most helpful in makL1g a 
sele c t:i.on is a 
1. radio 2 .. cake mL;;: 3 . mattress 4. chair 
5 . hair cream. 
(3) 1 4 . The item in the follovling li st in which style is 
the least i mportan t co1sideration in its 
depreciation is 
1. an au t omobile 2. a cl.rsss 3 . a carpet 
4 ~ a refrigerator 5 . a tele vision set. 
(2) 15 . Of t h e argu.m.cnts in favor of advertising, the one 
that is the lea st convinc ing is tha t advertising 
1. supports radio and television 2 . increases 
the quality of goods 3 tells the consumer of 
goods available 4. creates a demand fnr a 
product 5~ reduces the cost of manufacv~ring 
the product. 
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(5) 16. The sales talk that is most helpful to you in 
making a selection is one which 
1. tells of the many other people buying the 
product 2. tells of how great a markdown there 
is on the product 3. gives you information on 
how satisfied other purchasers have been 4. tells 
of the advertising by the producer 5. demonstrates 
its usability to you. 
(3) 17. Even though it may be less expensive per unit to 
buy in quantity, it is not generally wise buying 
to do so with 
1. potato&s 2. apples 3. peaches 4. oranges 
5. cheese. 
(5) 18. The item that will be the least likely to eff'ect 
the price of merchandise is 
1. style 2. advertising 3. free services 
4• inflation 5. labeling. 
(4) 19. Five customers each ask one question of' a sales-
clerk as they buy a man's shirt. The question 
that will most likely lead to a satisfactory 
purchase is 
1. "Will this last a long time?" 2. "Is this 
shirt satisfactory?" 3. "Will this fade in the 
sun?" 4. 11 Is this guaranteed washable?" 5. "Is 
'-
this a true bargain?" 
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(1) 20. The information that should be the most 
valuabl e to a consumer in determining the value 
of a pair of shoes is information about the 
1. type of leather 2. manufacturer 3 . · pric e 
4 . style 5. appearance. 
(3 ) 21 . Adv e r tising that would be most likely to get women 
t o buy a cold cream would use an appeal to 
1 . cleanlines s 2 . health 3 . beauty 4 . quality 
of the product 5. conven ience of use. 
(2) 22 . The most r eliabl e testi monia l adverUsement for 
a gp lf bal l would be one by 
1 . a movie star 2 . a caddy 3. an executive 
of t he golf ball firm 4. a football player 
5 . the ovme:::' of a s por ting goods store . 
( 4) 23& A person l ooking at advertisements for a cam- ra 
should. be influ ence d most by one that 
1 . offers a large cash a llowan ce for his old 
camera 0 '-' • expla ins how to t ake good p ictures 
3 . tells how s imple the camera is to operate 
4 . tells the shutter speed and the lens fo cus 
5. shows the results of us inc; t h e camera . 
In the followin g questions al l but one of the phrases 
will complete the statement satis factorily . Select the 
one phras e that is unsatisfactory or the leas t satisfactory 
a nd put the nu mbe r of it in the parenthes e s at t he left . 
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(5) 24 . Tne intelli gent consumer may be aided in getting 
more value for his money by 
1. advertising 2 . demonstrations 3 . salestalls 
4 . standards 5 .. store f i xture s 
(3) 25 . 'rhe advantages of packaged goods over bulk goods 
are, in general, that they are 
1 . cleaner 2 . more convenient 3 . less expen-
sive 4 . easier to i oentify by b~and 5. easier 
to use . 
(1) 26 . Specialization and mass production have meant for 
the consumer 
1 . a better knowledge of goods 2 less expensive 
0 oods 3 . a greater vRrie ty of goods 4. a greater 
quantity of goods 5. a better quality of goods. 
(5) 27 . ....ome of the advanta ge s to a consumer of a super-
market over a neigh borhood store aro 
(2) 28 
1 . a wider selection of goods 2 .. lower prices 
3 . more efficiency 4 . speed i er service 
5 . personal service. 
A broker performs services similar to a 
1 * j obber 2 . consumer c o-ope r ati ve 3. commission 
agent 4 . middl eman 5 . wholesaler ~ 
(2) 29. A good buoget 
1 . allows all the fmaily to participate in its 
making 2 . is followed without change for the time 
per i ods covered 3 . includes an amount for savings 
4. uses a model only ror comparison 5. of 
necessity entails some guesswork. 
(3) 30. When a person wishes to buy good beer, he should 
be sure that it 
1. has a light red color 2. has a velvety 
appearance 3. is free from rat running through 
it 4. is firm 5. has little muscle tissue in 
it. 
Completion.-- In the following questions fill in the 
blank space with the correct word. 
31. The organization that publishes the "Willing to 
' Certify" list is (the National Bureau of Standards). 
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32. When the demand ror a good changes very little as 
price changes, the demand for that good is said to 
be (inelastic). 
33. The consumer co-operative movement received its 
initial impetus from a group in the town of (Rochdale). 
34. For what organization do the initials I.E.S. 
stand? (Illuminating Engineers' Society). 
35. What is the top u.s. grade or beef? (Prime). 
Matching.-- In the left hand column are the names of 
five laws passed by the Federal Government. Select from 
the right hand column the situation that is a violation of 
each law and put that number in the parentheses in front of 
the law. 
I <.)) ,..., 36. Federal Trade Commission 
. c t 
(l) 37 . VJhealer -Lea P.me dm e D.t 
(6) 38. Robinson - Patman Act 
(5) 39 . Miller-TIJdings Act 
(4) 40 . Federal Food, Drug 
and Cosmetic Act 
l 
_,_ . 
9 
·~ . 
adver tising a cure 
foi' cancer 
eneaging in unfair 
c ompetition 
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3 . failure to.have beef 
graded by government 
inspectors 
4 . omitting information 
from labels about 
chemicals that have 
been ad ded to the 
product 
5 . selling a branded 
dentifrice below a 
price fixed by the 
manufacturer 
6a selling goods at a 
lower discount to one 
of sever~l similar 
distributors 
7. using mis l eading 
grades on l_abels 
In the left hand colu~~ are three items. Select 
from the r::..rh t hR_ac column that infor mation whi c h wo ld be 
the most helpful in purchasing that type of an item. Put 
t he number in t he parent heses in front of the :i_t em . 
~ lthough they all may be helpful to some degree, r.~ere is 
one most helpful for eact item. 
{3) Ll l. a watch 1. advertising 
(5) 42 . a safety device 2 . demonstration 
(2) 43 ;o a lawnmn':"cr 3 . reputation of the manufacturer 
4 . salestalk 
5. Underwriterst Laboratory 
Approval 
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~ :rrangemant .. - - !, ... range the f'ollowin8 items in or oe r of 
their general importance in aidi~ . ._:; an ::.ntellic;ent consun~er to 
get hls money 1 s WOl""'th . Do this by putting the figure 1 
throuzh 5 in front of the items. 
44 . (3) Ad vertising 
( 4) Credit 
(l) S=-als '"l f LpprovPl 
( 5) S tore F _:r.:tures 
2 Label s 
.rrange the government gra s for potatoes from the 
best down by putt;ing the figt1TBS 1 th:':"'ough 5 in front of 
the . ::c·ades. 
45 . ( 3) u. C" No. 1 • 
5) u. s. No . 
( 4) u. C' Commerc ial 
(1) u. s. Fancy 
(2) u. s . Ex·tra No . l 
Esse.y .... _ A "!swer the fo:!..l oi_n: i ng QUestions to tl;. :: ,_·as t 
of' your ab.lity ~ 
46 .. Explain what is meant by the statement that nbuying 
is a £ economic vote" . 
47 . . There has bee ~ a great deal of controversy e.bou t 
vrhether advertising is a benefit to th e consumer 
or not .. State whether you belie's it is 
eneficial or no t s.nd discuss yonr reasons . 
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48 . Your druggist showe you two brands of asp irin, 
each containing_rifty tablets and each with the 
initials U. S . P . ·on the label. Ones ells for 
seventy-five cents and the otheT' for thirty-five 
cents. Explain why the initials U.S . P . on the 
bottle will let yot.l. know that the thirty-five cent 
bottle is the best buy. 
49 . As an improvement in informing consumers about the 
quality of merchandise, two systems of labe ling 
have been proposed : the standardized letter 
grades and descriptive labe l s listing information 
about the pr·oduc t . 'I'ell ·which one of these 
systems y ou woul d prefe r to see adopted and 
explain why . 
50 . Mary and Sue have been invited to the Senior Prom. 
They both decide to buy a new pair of evening 
s lippers . Mary decides to buy her slipp ers at 
a very exclusive shoe store in town; while Sue 
afte r comparing prices and quality buys an 
inexpens ive pair at a clearance sale in a 
department store . Which girl do you believe will 
get the most satisfaction for her money? Explain 
why you believe whe will and the other girl will 
not ge t her money's worth. 
CHAPTER VII 
SUIVTI'!TJ~RY AND CONCLU~ION 
1 . Sununary 
'Ihe problem and the school .-~ s mass production and 
specialization "n the field of product on increases, the 
ability of the consumer to judge the worth of what he buys 
decreas . s . Although the consumers, as a group, have the 
power to direct 'VI.rha t typ e of goods shall be produced, they 
have, t hus far, been unable to do this with r:my degree of 
success. The v- are still to a large extent, at the mercy 
of the seller . One of the b st means to ove rcome the 
problem of the consumer is throu gh our schools . 
Objectives . - ~ The most desirable arrangement in the 
schools is to have a separate consumer education course in 
the s ocial studies field . When scheduling difficulties do 
not permit a separate course, extensive units in consumer 
education should be jncluded in other related and 
appro'9riate courses. The object ves of the neparate course 
or units may be divided into two groups·: broad objectives 
and specific objectives. The broad objectives are: 
1 . To develop a realization that the buying of 
merchandise is a problem 
2. To develop an appreciation of the consequence s of 
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buying upon the individual as a consumer and upon 
soc :J.e ty as a whole 
3. To bring about a recognition of the consumers' 
op:por tu n i ty 
The sp·ecific objectlves are: 
1 . To d eve lop proper methods of buyin3 
2 . To a cquaint th e stu ent with the various asencies 
that aid the consumer 
3. To know the place of advertisi.ng, labeling , brands, 
guarantees and other selling device s 
'l'o know and understand he meaning of pr::ces and 
how they are formul a t ed 
To recognize some of the dangers tha t the consumer 
may meet in his shopping 
Content .~ - n~e contnnt of the course should cover 
production, distribution and t h e economics of our system 
of capitalism. Budgeting, false id eas about barsains, prope l" 
shopp i n g methods and agencies that aid the consumer are 
other topics that ma;y be includ d . ... l ong with these a 
stu dy should be made of the a pi_)eals used by vendors and 
the unethical practic e s that a few of them us e . 
Activities. -- The activitie" used in a consumer 
education ~ ourse should i.nclude experiences that will 
develop general habits and attitudes and also experiences 
with specific products and situations . 
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Films .-- Vlhen motion pictures are used as a part of' t h e 
u~it , the value derived from the pic ture wil l depend to a 
large degree upon the skill of the teacher in using it~ 
Evaluation .-- The questions for the unit should measure 
the develop~ent of skills, habits, attitudes and the 
knovvled ge of factual i _formation . 
2. Conclusion 
'The situation at pres ent. -- I n this wr1ter's opinion 
the :prlmary problem of consumer education in the- schools is 
to el e vate the subject to a major status . At present the 
subi e ct is in the unenv iable Position of havin~ no definite 
• u - -
place in the curriculum. I t i s me rely attached, in a 
s emingly h it o r miss fashion, t o any related course. Until 
the subject is recognized in its own right , any aims and 
ob j e c tives set up for it will natnrally be smothered by t he 
aims and objectives of t he course to which it is attached. 
Consumer education.; to be effective , must have t ts own 
definite place in the curr iculum. 
Important work is being done on hi gher l e els such as 
t _ e study by the Nat ional Association of Secondary School 
Principals , but before this work can actually accomplish its 
aims it must reach the s tude.n t, the focus of al l educational 
endeavor. The responsibility o f seeing that the student 
bene fits and is aided in h s consuming a cti i ties belongs to 
evcryone o Adminis trators , t e achArs , p a rents and communi ty 
citizens must all be made aware of the importance and 
benefits of a well organized consumer education course. 
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The teacher and the future .- - Once the subject matter 
has reache a ma jor status in the curriculum, the teacher 
then has the prime responsibility to m~ke good use of the 
studies made and the resources at ha.nd .. Fortunately this 
su.bj ec t ha3, or should have, little trouble with t he p:r'oblem 
of motivation. Students are interes t ed in many things, 
any number of which can be related to the con umer pro iem. 
The community, whethe r it be large or small, abounds \Vi th 
reE:ources to use in the course . Since the hurdle of 
interest can be so easily overcome, it is of utmost 
importance that the teacher seize this interest and utilize 
it to its fullest extent . -~~hen this is done , consumer 
education will attain a position i n the curriculum ~~at its 
importance so defin:ttely entitles it . 
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